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Before the repair or maintenance work of pipelines in large dimen-
sions with high pressure, it is important to affect the system as little 
as possible. Too large branch connection on the main pipe at line
stopping in this type of system results in unnecessary stress, which  
increases the risk of future leakage. Obviously, it is important to 
minimize this risk in the district heating system, a crucial part of the
infrastructure and a system with an expected life-span of 30 years.  

With a patented solution, Proco Services can perform line stopping in
pressurized piping systems without drilling unnecessary large holes in 
the pipes. This will ensure the strength of the connection on the main 
pipe and the system is leak proof the expected life time.

Proco Line Stopping DN300 from below. Do=323,9mm, dborehole=168mm.

Strength
Proco Services places great emphasis  
on safety when engaging on pressu-
rized piping systems. This is especially
 important when working on the district
heating system. Pressure vessel steel  
P235GH or better are used in all con- 
nections to district heating pipes.  
   Strength calculations are the basis
for the engagement and connections   
which are left on the pipes after the
the work. It meets the requirements of 
the following European standards and 
are approved for 16 bar and 120° C.
Pressure tests are always preformed
on both connections and tools before
work starts.

EN 13480-3

 

Metallic industrial piping–

 

Design and calculation.

  

 

EN 13941

 

Design and installation of pre-

  

 
insulated bonded pipe system for   
district heating.

Proco’s Line Stopping methods
do not stress the pipes

Requirement:


